Call for Symposia

Symposium format:
We invite researchers to submit proposals for symposia to be presented at KogWis2022. Symposia may be on any topic in cognitive science. Preference will be given to proposals with a decidedly interdisciplinary focus. Each symposium consists of a 2h session, which should involve 3-5 speakers, organized around a topic of interest. Additionally, we ask the symposium chair(s) to schedule at least 15 minutes at the end of the symposium for a wrap-up discussion involving chairs, speakers, and the auditorium.

Submission process:
Please submit an informal abstract via e-mail with the subject “Symposium proposal” directly to kogwis2022@cognition.uni-freiburg.de. This abstract should provide information about:

- Names and affiliations of the organizers
- Title of the symposium
- A summary of up to 400 words describing the relevance of the symposium’s topic
- Names and affiliations of at least three researchers participating in the symposium and working titles of their contributions

The deadline for submitting a symposium proposal is March 21st, 2022.

All proposals will be reviewed by the KogWis2022 program committee. After acceptance of the symposium, each of the presenters will be asked to submit an abstract of their individual talk (via https://www.conf-tool.com/kogwis2022, deadline: May 9th, 2022). Authors should make sure their talk is assigned to the correct symposium in the respective drop-down menu. All contributions will undergo the full reviewing process.

We are looking forward to your proposals.

Evelyn Ferstl
Lars Konieczny
Rul von Stülpnagel
Judith Beck
Lisa Zacharski

Contact:
https://www.kogwis2022.uni-freiburg.de